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ABSTRACT

Cisplatin is one of the most potent anti-cancer drugs
developed so far. Recent studies highlighted sev-
eral intriguing roles of histones in cisplatin’s anti-
cancer effect. Thus, the effect of nucleosome forma-
tion should be considered to give a better account
of the anti-cancer effect of cisplatin. Here we investi-
gated this important issue via single-molecule mea-
surements. Surprisingly, the reduced activity of cis-
platin under [NaCl] = 180 mM, corresponding to the
total concentration of cellular ionic species, is still
sufficient to impair the integrity of a nucleosome by
retaining its condensed structure firmly, even against
severe mechanical and chemical disturbances. Our
finding suggests that such cisplatin-induced fasten-
ing of chromatin can inhibit nucleosome remodelling
required for normal biological functions. The in vitro
chromatin transcription assay indeed revealed that
the transcription activity was effectively suppressed
in the presence of cisplatin. Our direct physical mea-
surements on cisplatin-nucleosome adducts sug-
gest that the formation of such adducts be the key to
the anti-cancer effect by cisplatin.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Cisplatin, cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2], is a platinum-based
chemotherapy agent widely used to treat a variety of
human cancers (1,2). Its primary target is DNA and
formation of cisplatin-DNA adducts is required for its
pharmacological effect. It binds preferentially to the N7
nitrogen atoms of two purine bases and causes local DNA
kinks, subsequently triggering DNA repair, apoptosis, or
necrosis (3–7). Thus, understanding the physical charac-
teristics of cisplatin-DNA adducts is a critical issue for
elucidating and improving the anti-cancer effect of cis-
platin and for subduing its severe cytotoxicity and avoiding
cisplatin resistance so as to broaden its application.

The mechanism for efficient delivery of cisplatin into
a cell and its action on nuclear DNA have been exten-
sively studied over decades and significant progress has
been made based on chemical, biochemical and struc-
tural biology analyses. In the Cl–-rich extracellular space
(∼140 mM), cisplatin exists in the neutral, dichloro form,
cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2], which is not reactive with most nu-
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cleophiles and diffuses across a cellular lipid bilayer.
Since the intracellular concentration of Cl– is very low
(∼10 mM), cisplatin becomes hydrolysed into monova-
lent (cis-[PtCl(H2O)(NH3)2]+) or divalent cations (cis-
[Pt(H2O)2(NH3)2]2+) by releasing Cl– upon cell entry. These
cationic forms of cisplatin, which accumulate inside a cell,
are the active agents that bind to most nucleophiles includ-
ing N7 nitrogen in guanine. In other words, the formation of
charged, hydrolysed cisplatin due to low intracellular [Cl–]
is an essential element of this model. However, other an-
ionic species such as acetates, carbonates, phosphates, and
thiolates that are common inside cells are also known to in-
terfere with cisplatin binding by effectively competing with
DNA (8,9).

Another important factor that deserves due attention is
the complexity originating from packaging of DNA into
chromatin, form that cellular DNA adopts. Recent stud-
ies emphasized multi-faceted involvements of chromatin in
various events triggered by cisplatin. It has been demon-
strated that cisplatin hampers transcription by interfering
with opening of chromatin structures and by blocking tran-
scription factor binding directly (10), inhibition of histone
deacetylase increases cytotoxicity by cisplatin (11), nucleo-
some assembly significantly inhibits nucleotide excision re-
pair, primary repair pathway for damage caused by cisplatin
(7), cisplatin treatment causes post-translational modifica-
tions of histones H3 and H4, which may induce structural
alterations and rearrangements of chromosomes (12), 1,2-
dGpG cisplatin crosslink influences the translational and
rotational setting of DNA in nucleosomes (13), the nucleo-
somal packaging of DNA modulates the overall pattern of
cisplatin binding to DNA and facilitates site-selective trans-
fer of cisplatin to nearby dGpG sites via the central part
of core histones (14), and the formation of platinum drug
adducts in the nucleosome core reduces nucleosome mobil-
ity (15).

In this report, we investigated the effect of cisplatin on
a nucleosomal DNA (N-DNA) molecule in 180 mM NaCl
solution. We directly showed that histones are irreversibly
trapped upon cisplatin binding using magnetic tweezers
(MT). Although the binding efficiency of cisplatin at such a
high NaCl concentration is significantly reduced, the fas-
tening of N-DNA by cisplatin appeared efficient enough
to fix its structure against severe mechanical and ionic dis-
turbances. The in vitro transcription assay with cisplatin-
bound chromatin revealed that the transcription of a gene
within the chromatin was effectively interfered by applica-
tion of cisplatin. Our biophysical results are straightforward
and direct in verifying the mechanistic role of histones im-
plicated in cisplatin’s anti-cancer activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

Cisplatin and salts used in this study were all pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Before reacting with DNA
samples, cisplatin was fully dissolved for >1 day in re-
action buffer at 37◦C. Recombinant histone H2A/H2B
dimers and H3.1/H4 tetramers were purchased from NEB
(New England Biolabs, USA). The DNA tethers used in our
single-molecule studies were prepared as previously (16),

except for attachment chemistry, that is, copper-free click
chemistry to covalently attach a single DNA molecule to
the flow chamber surface (17). A 15-kb DNA plasmid was
digested by BamHI and SacI (NEB, USA) and its longer
fragment (∼12 kb) was used as a main body of DNA
tether. Biotinylated short DNA fragments (linkers) were
prepared by PCR using biotin-dUTP (Roche, Switzerland)
and subsequent digestion by SacI. For di-benzyl-cyclo-
octyne (DBCO) linkers, 5-DBCO-PEG4-dUTP (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) was used instead in PCR and BamHI was
used to digest them. The linearized plasmid DNA was then
ligated to a biotin linker at one end for specific attachment
to a streptavidin-coated magnetic bead and a DBCO linker
at the other end also for specific attachment to the azide-
coated glass substrate of the sample chamber via copper-
free click chemistry.

NAP1 purification

Mouse NAP1 (nucleosome assembly protein 1) in a modi-
fied pET28a vector was expressed with an N-terminal His-
tag from BL21(DE3) Escherichia coli. The cells were lysed
with sonication in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH
8.0), 100 mM NaCl and 5% glycerol (Buffer A). The cell
debris were cleared by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 30
min. The supernatant was incubated with Ni-NTA beads.
The beads were collected and washed with a buffer A con-
taining 20 mM imidazole. The proteins were eluted with a
buffer A containing 100 mM imidazole. The proteins were
further purified with HiTrap Q anion exchange chromatog-
raphy followed by Superdex S200 gel filtration chromatog-
raphy equilibrated with 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 100
mM KCl.

Nucleosome assembly assay

Nucleosome assembly is achieved enzymatically in vivo by
histone chaperones together with other assembly factors.
Similarly, we assembled N-DNA with NAP1 successfully
under a mild ionic condition (18,19). The high integrity of
NAP1-induced N-DNA was demonstrated by regular band
pattern in the standard micrococcal nuclease (MNase) di-
gestion assay (Supplementary Figure S1). To prepare nu-
cleosomes for single-molecule MT assays, a mixture of core
histones (H3.1/H4: 150 nM, H2A/H2B: 400 nM) and 500
nM NAP1 was incubated in the buffer with 50 mM KCl,
25 mM HEPES at pH 7.6, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.25% PEG,
0.25% polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) and 1 mg/ml BSA on ice
for 30 min. To ensure complete nucleosome assembly, we
used higher molar concentrations of H2A/H2B than those
of H3.1/H4 (20,21). Before the NAP1-histone mixture was
released into the flow chamber for nucleosome assembly on
the surface-bound DNA tether, the mixture was diluted by
100–1000-fold in the reaction buffer composed of 25 mM
HEPES at pH 7.6, 50 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.025%
(v/v) PEG and 0.025% (v/v) PVOH.

In vitro transcription assay

Procedures for recombinant chromatin assembly and stan-
dard activator- and coactivator-dependent in vitro tran-
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scription assay were described elsewhere (22). For chro-
matin assembly, core histone octamer (350 ng) and NAP1
(2.5 �g) in 55 �l HEG buffer (25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6),
0.1 mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol) was incubated on ice
for 30 min. After addition of ACF complex (70 ng) and
p53ML plasmid (350 ng), the reaction was adjusted to 25
mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 10% glycerol and 3.2 mM ATP in a final volume of
70 �l and incubated at 27◦C for 4 h. The p53ML plasmid
contains five p53 binding sites and the adenovirus major late
promoter followed by a G-less cassette that produces 390-
nucleotide transcripts.

The in vitro transcription assay from chromatin template
was performed as outlined in Figure 5D. Specifically, (i) the
assembled chromatin (8 �l, 40 ng DNA) was incubated with
cisplatin (0, 0.17 or 0.33 mM in a 15 �l reaction mixture
with [Cl–] ∼120 mM, further diluted to 0, 0.05 or 0.1 mM
in a final volume of 50 �l transcription reaction) at 27◦C
for 15 min in a 15 �l reaction; (ii) the cisplatin-treated chro-
matin was incubated with p53 (20 ng) in 0.5× HAT buffer
(10 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 30 mM KCl, 2.5 mM DTT, 0.25
mM EDTA and 5 mM sodium butyrate) at 30◦C for 20
min in a 20 �l reaction; (iii) the p53-bound chromatin was
incubated with p300 (10 ng) and 20 �M acetyl coenzyme
A at 30◦C for 30 min in a 25 �l reaction; (iv) pre-initiation
complex was formed at 30◦C for 20 min by addition of 5
�l HeLa nuclear extracts (10 mg/ml), 1 �l DTT (250 mM),
and 2.5 �l 20× RB buffer (400 mM HEPES (pH 7.8), 120
mM MgCl2) and BC200 buffer (20 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.9),
200 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA and 20% glycerol) was added,
along with water to adjust the final KCl concentration to
65 mM in a 45.5 �l reaction; (v) 2.5 �l 20× nucleotide
mixture (10 mM ATP, 10 mM CTP, 0.5 mM UTP and 2
mM 3′-O-methyl-GTP), 1 �l [�-32P] UTP (10 �Ci/�l, 3000
Ci/mmol) and 1 �l RNasin (10 U/�l) were added to adjust
the final volume to 50 �l, and transcription was allowed to
proceed for 50 min at 30◦C; (vi) the reaction was stopped
with addition of 150 �l stop buffer (150 mM sodium ac-
etate (pH 5.2), 0.5% SDS, and 10 mM EDTA) and fur-
ther incubated at 37◦C for 30 min with inclusion of 30 �g
proteinase K; (vii) radiolabelled RNA was extracted with
phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), precipitated
by ethanol, resolved on 5% polyacrylamide gel (19:1) con-
taining 8 M urea and analysed by autoradiography.

Magnetic tweezers assay

The detailed description for our MT setup was given else-
where (16), so the essential information will be summarized
here (see Supplementary Figure S2). Magnetic-bead-bound
DNA tethers were pulled by a pair of magnets. In our setup,
the magnets can exert a force up to ∼6 pN to a 1 �m-sized
magnetic bead and a force up to ∼100 pN to a 2.8 �m-sized
magnetic bead. To measure the force to the beads, we uti-
lized Brownian fluctuations of the beads monitored at 60
Hz in real time by a CMOS camera (MV1-D1024E-160-Cl-
12, Photonfocus). The force exerted on a DNA molecule
was basically calculated by the usual equipartition theorem,
F = kB Tl/〈�x2〉, where kBT is the thermal energy, l the
extension of DNA tether, and <�x2> the lateral fluctua-
tions of the bead and was corrected by a spectral analysis

method (23). The vertical position of the bead necessary
to determine l was obtained by analysing the diffraction
ring pattern of the bead. To fit the force-extension data of
DNA, we used the worm-like chain (WLC) model given by
Fξp

kBT = l
L + 1

4(1−l/L)2 − 1
4 , where L is the contour length of

DNA (24).
For our MT assays, we used torsionally-free DNA

(i.e. nicked DNA) to avoid any unnecessary complications
caused by DNA supercoiling during the assembly of nu-
cleosomes. After injecting NAP1 and histones into the
chamber, free NAP1 and histones were washed out in 30
min by exchanging buffers. Then, N-DNA molecules were
treated with cisplatin for 1 hour. After washing free cis-
platin out with PBS, we measured the mechanical behaviour
of cisplatin-bound N-DNA. One parameter to consider
here is a stoichiometric parameter, r value, defined by the
ratio of drug concentration to basepair (bp) concentra-
tion, [drug]/[DNA bp]. It would be a useful rule of thumb
to compare the stoichiometry of bulk assays with that of
single-molecule assays. In our in vitro gel assays, the r val-
ues in 3.3- and 0.1-mM cisplatin solutions are 871 and 26,
respectively. Assuming a single DNA molecule occupies a
space of 1 × 1 × 5 �m3, the amount of cisplatin contained
in this volume would be 1.65 × 10–17 and 5 × 10–19 moles
for 3.3- and 0.1-mM cisplatin solutions, respectively. Thus,
the r values are 824 and 25 for 3.3- and 0.1-mM cisplatin
solutions, respectively. Interestingly, these r values from our
bulk and single-molecule assays are very close to each other.

RESULTS

Salt-sensitive binding efficiency of cisplatin to DNA esti-
mated from biophysical measurements

It has been of great interest to directly measure altered me-
chanical properties of DNA due to crosslinking by interca-
lating agents at the single-molecule level (25–29). We have
developed a method to estimate the binding efficiency of
cisplatin to DNA via single molecule force-extension mea-
surements of DNA and the bimodal modelling that re-
lates the degree of cisplatin binding to the elasticities of a
cisplatin-bound DNA tether in the low- and high-tension
regimes (25,26). Our bimodal analysis has several advan-
tages: although the WLC model with a single persistence
length (ξ p) gives a reasonable fit as demonstrated in other
reports (30,31), our bimodal analysis captures the micro-
scopic picture of cisplatin binding to DNA and enables
us to determine the degree of cisplatin binding in a self-
consistent manner. We also observed that high chloride con-
centration suppresses cisplatin binding to DNA. Here, we
present our data that demonstrate this via single-molecule
MT measurements under various salt conditions. At 3.3
mM cisplatin and 180 mM NaCl, no change in the persis-
tence length of DNA (ξ p) was observed (data not shown).
At lower salt concentrations, ξ p departs appreciably from
the well-known value of ξ p as shown in Figure 1 and Sup-
plementary Table S1. According to Lee et al. (25,26), the
fractions of cisplatin-bound base pairs (p) for [NaCl] =
90, 60 and 20 mM are 0.005 ± 0.001, 0.024 ± 0.003, and
0.069 ± 0.002, respectively. It is of note that the ξ p of bare
DNA is nearly constant around 50 nm in the broad range
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Figure 1. Force-extension curves of DNA incubated with 3.3 mM cisplatin
in buffers with different NaCl concentrations. The dotted lines are fits by
the WLC model. For [NaCl] = 20 and 60 mM, the high- and low-tension
regimes are fitted separately (pink and red for [NaCl] = 20 mM, and blue
and cyan for [NaCl] = 60 mM with the first (second) of each pair cover-
ing the high- (low-) tension regime) as described by the bimodal modeling
(25,26) while the entire range for [NaCl] = 90 mM can be nicely fitted with
a single persistence length (green). For comparison, the force-extension
curve of bare DNA (black circle) measured in [NaCl] = 180 mM was over-
laid with a WLC model fit (black).

of [NaCl] = 20∼180 mM. Recent single-molecule measure-
ments have provided direct evidence for the near constancy
(∼50 nm) of ξ p in the range of mild salt concentrations
([NaCl] = 20–250 mM) (32–34). We would also point out
that DNA tends to be slightly stiffer at low salt concen-
tration by electrostatic repulsion, that is, reduced salt con-
centration by itself would increase ξ p slightly, which is op-
posite to the decrease of ξ p observed in our work by in-
creased cisplatin binding to DNA at low salt concentration.
Thus, we can safely rule out that the reduction of ξ p ob-
served in our assay at low salt condition is of electrostatic
origin.

To cross-check the salt-dependent binding efficiency of
cisplatin to DNA, we quantified the amount of cisplatin-
DNA adducts using the Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Supplementary Table S2 and see
Supplementary materials and methods). When DNA was
incubated with 3.3 mM cisplatin in a low salt concentra-
tion ([NaCl] ≤ 60 mM), the DNA sample could not be suc-
cessfully purified for the ICP-MS assay as strongly cross-
linked DNA molecules could not be recovered from filtra-
tion. Thus, for 3.3 mM cisplatin, we only performed the
ICP-MS quantification of DNA and Pt at [NaCl] = 90 and
180 mM. As shown in the MT assay (Figure 1), the bind-
ing efficiency of cisplatin measured in the ICP-MS assay
was higher for lower [NaCl] (with [NaCl] = 180 → 90 mM,
P = 0.07 → 0.12). In [cisplatin] = 0.1 mM, we were able
to acquire the ICP-MS quantification of DNA and Pt over
the whole range of [NaCl] (0–180 mM) as massively cross-
linked DNA was avoided. As expected, the binding affinity
of cisplatin decreased with [NaCl]. p is however consistently
higher in the ICP-MS assay than in the MT assay likely
due to the existence of mono-functional cisplatin (8,35).
The ICP-MS assay measures both mono- and bi-functional

adducts while only the latter contributes to the elastic prop-
erty of DNA. Another possible source for discrepancy is
incomplete removal of unbound cisplatin before ICP-MS
measurements. In any event, the correlation between p and
[NaCl] is clear.

Cisplatin can induce more dramatic collapse of bare
DNA under weak tension (Supplementary Figure S3). Af-
ter a 30-min incubation with 3.3 mM cisplatin in a buffer
with [NaCl] = 10 mM, the magnetic force (F) was reduced to
0.4 pN without washing free cisplatin out. Then, cisplatin-
bound DNA was suddenly condensed, which is reminis-
cent of DNA condensations mediated by looping proteins
(36,37). This sudden condensation of DNA occurred in
steps. The irreversible DNA condensation by cisplatin sug-
gests that free cisplatin pinches a transient DNA loop and
crosslinks two (distal) segments of the same DNA strand (in
the intermediate salt conditions, a transient cisplatin mono-
functional adduct may capture a distal DNA segment and
form a DNA loop when the segment collides with it) as re-
ported previously (28) and the size of a step is in the range of
25–500 nm (Supplementary Figure S3B and C). In a buffer
with [NaCl] > 30 mM, such a drastic condensation of DNA
did not happen (data not shown). This shows that cisplatin
can join distal segments of the same DNA molecule, sug-
gesting that such a binding mode play a role in trapping nu-
cleosome particles as proposed below.

The effects of numerous ion species on DNA platination
have been previously investigated as cisplatin acts in the
presence of various ions dissolved in cytosol (4,8,35,38–40).
For a comprehensive overview of the ion effects, we con-
ducted the gel mobility assay for the 15-kb plasmid DNA
treated with 1.0 mM cisplatin in various buffer conditions
(Supplementary Figure S4 and see Supplementary mate-
rials and methods for details). Compared with Cl− (lanes
3–7 in Supplementary Figure S4B), carbonate and phos-
phate ions suppressed cisplatin binding to DNA more ef-
fectively (lanes 8–12 and 13–17 in Supplementary Figure
S4B, respectively). Then, we also tested cisplatin binding to
DNA in the ‘cytosol-mimicking’ buffer (the right of Sup-
plementary Figure S4C), whose ionic composition is similar
to that of cytosol (see Supplementary materials and meth-
ods). Again, binding of cisplatin (lanes 3–8 in the right of
Supplementary Figure S4C) was effectively suppressed for
all tested concentrations of cisplatin, similarly to the case
of [NaCl] = 180 mM (lanes 3–8 in the left of Supplemen-
tary Figure S4C). As noted before (8), this suppression is
likely due to competition of these ionic species with DNA
for cisplatin binding, not to altered release of chloride from
cisplatin. In any case, the inhibitory effect by cellular ions
deserves proper attention, and it is uncertain whether the re-
duced cisplatin binding due to those cellular ions would be
still sufficient to produce the observed cytotoxicity and anti-
cancer effect if cisplatin mainly acts on bare DNA. Since
chromatin, predominant form of DNA in vivo, plays crucial
roles in various biological functions and can be a physic-
ochemically disparate target to cisplatin, the chromatinic
existence of DNA must be considered to understand the
mechanism of cisplatin action in vivo. Thus, we investigated
the effect of cisplatin on the N-DNA in 180 mM NaCl solu-
tion, which mimics the greatly compromised cisplatin bind-
ing inside living cells.
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Mechanical behaviour of N-DNA

A nucleosome is the basic organizational unit of eukary-
otic chromosome. The question is then how cisplatin affects
the structural property of N-DNA. By crosslinking two dis-
tal segments of the same DNA strand or simply kinking
DNA at multiple sites to snuggle a nucleosome core par-
ticle (NCP) stably, cisplatin may fasten the structure of N-
DNA. Thus, we tested how cisplatin affects the stability of
NCP using single-molecule measurements.

As a force-induced DNA melting process, the DNA over-
stretching transition (OST) has been extensively studied via
single-molecule force spectroscopy measurements (41–47).
We utilized the OST of N-DNA because it provided the ex-
cellent opportunity to access the rigidity and integrity of
N-DNA. For experiments, we only used a nicked dsDNA to
avoid any complication due to change in DNA superhelic-
ity. Therefore, the OST of our bare DNA tethers occurred
at F ∼ 65 pN (Figures 2A, 3A and D), which is a typical
onset force for OST (41,42). To induce a N-DNA assembly
in situ, a tethered DNA molecule was first incubated with
a buffer containing a mixture of histone-loading chaper-
one NAP1 (5 nM) and core histones (1.5 nM H3.1/H4 and
4 nM H2A/H2B) for 30 min inside the chamber. During
buffer exchange and pre-incubation of protein complexes,
the DNA tether was pulled at F ∼ 10 pN to slow down the
assembly reaction, preventing aberrant, immature histone-
DNA aggregates. The N-DNA structure began to be assem-
bled by decreasing F < 1 pN. When F was kept constant at
0.95 pN, the end-to-end distance of the DNA tether gradu-
ally decreased to 1.8 �m by assembling the N-DNA struc-
ture (t = 0 in Figure 2B), corresponding to ∼45% of the
extension of the original DNA (L ∼ 4.2 �m) at the same
force (t = 0 in Figure 2A).

To check if the NCPs had been properly assembled, we
analysed the time trace of DNA length during the period
of NCP assembly and measured individual step sizes from
the time trace (Supplementary Figure S5). To identify steps
and get their details from a raw time-trace data acquired for
10 min at F ∼ 0.95 pN (grey in Supplementary Figure S5A
and B), we applied a step-detection algorithm developed by
Arunajadai and Cheng (red lines in Supplementary Figure
S5A and B) (48). We found a major peak at –25 ± 0.9 nm in
the step histogram (Supplementary Figure S5C). Recalling
that one turn of DNA around a histone octamer is about 25
nm long and descending and ascending steps correspond to
DNA wrapping and unwrapping from histones, respectively
(20,49,50), our observation confirms that nucleosomes had
been properly assembled. This type of step-size analysis was
used as a rule to judge the formation of NCP previously
(20,21).

The N-DNA molecule prepared as such was stable and
firm without being lengthened when the tether was pulled
under 3 pN’s tension. Assuming that histones associate with
DNA only in the form of octamer and that octamers are
fully wrapped by DNA in 1.7 turns (146 bp ∼ 50 nm), the
number of nucleosomes (n) assembled onto this N-DNA is
calculated by n = (LDNA – LN-DNA)/0.05 ∼ 46, where LDNA
and LN-DNA are the extensions of the original DNA (4.2
�m) and N-DNA (1.8 �m) measured at F ∼ 3 pN, respec-
tively.

After washing free histones out of the sample chamber
with PBS buffer, we mechanically ruptured the assembled
N-DNA by stretching it with a higher F as shown in the
green boxed area in Figure 2B (also see its blown-up in Sup-
plementary Figure S6A). Besides the unwrapping steps of
27.2 ± 0.4 nm in mean size, much larger steps, of 50–100 nm
in size, were observed at even higher F (20 < F < 40 pN), in-
dicating that multiple nucleosomes undergo DNA unwrap-
ping simultaneously (Supplementary Figure S6C). At F ∼
40 pN, the DNA molecule restored its extension to 95% of
that of bare DNA (Supplementary Figure S6A). This result
is consistent with the previous report illustrating that the
initial unlooping of DNA from histone cores was observed
above F ∼ 3 pN and then subsequent unwrapping events
followed at higher force between 5 and 25 pN with a sim-
ilar step size of 25 nm (20). We note that such a divergent
distribution of rupturing force may originate from sequence
heterogeneity in histone-wrapping DNA because the main
part of our DNA tether originates from a 15-kb ‘random’
plasmid.

Another notable point in the force-extension measure-
ment of N-DNA is that hysteresis exists in high-tension
(F > 60 pN) as well as intermediate-tension (3 < F < 20 pN)
regimes (Figure 2F). The hysteresis in the latter regime was
reported previously (50–52) but the hysteresis in the higher
force regime has not been explored for N-DNA. The fully
unwrapped N-DNA at 40 pN exhibits the OST at F ∼ 70
pN (point ‘a’ in Figure 2B and F), notably higher than ∼
65 pN, level of force required for the OST in bare DNA
at a mild salt condition (41,42). The elevated onset force
suggests that some residual histones are still bound onto
the DNA strand, stabilizing DNA duplex from base un-
stacking or denaturation, prerequisite for the OST. Indeed,
some histone proteins remain associated even after N-DNA
molecules are mechanically fully unwrapped, indicated by
the fact that a reassembly of a fully unwrapped molecule
(recovered from overstretching) to N-DNA is achieved in
each relaxation run of stretching–relaxation (S–R) cycle for
the same DNA molecule although a gradual, partial loss of
histone octamers from DNA seemed to be inevitable cycle
after cycle (53). The protein-induced elevation of the on-
set force for OST is not unusual as the OST onset force is
elevated to ∼73 pN for HMGB-bound DNA molecules in
the presence of the saturated concentration of HMGB (54).
When this overstretched DNA molecule was relaxed, it be-
haved like bare DNA until F reduced to ∼1 pN. Below 1 pN,
it was, however, collapsed because residual histones were re-
assembled to recover N-DNA partly as shown in the green
box in Figure 2F (red trace in Supplementary Figure S7).

We then tested the effect of strong ionic condition on the
N-DNA that had undergone the OST (or also on de novo
N-DNA) shown in Figure 2B by changing buffer to 3 M
NaCl solution. Immediately, the end-to-end distance of the
reassembled N-DNA was restored to that of bare DNA, L
∼ 4.2 �m at F ∼ 3 pN (point ‘a’ in Figure 2C). Its S–R cycle
(Figure 2G) showed a behaviour very similar to that of the
original DNA in Figure 2E, except that the onset OST force
was reduced to ∼60 pN (point ‘b’ in Figure 2C and G). This
reduced onset force under strong ionic condition is consis-
tent with earlier reports showing that high ionic conditions
(say, >1 M NaCl) in fact destabilize DNA, resulting in a
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Figure 2. Force-extension behavior of a N-DNA molecule under various ionic conditions. (A, E) Typical response (raw extension data, black; extension
data averaged over 1 s, blue) of a bare DNA in PBS solution with respect to varying tension (red) (A) and the force-extension curves from the S–R cycle
driven by increase and decrease of tension (marked by upward and downward arrows, respectively) (E). The OST in a bare DNA happens at F ∼ 65 pN
(point ‘a’ in (A and E)). (B, F) Mechanical rupturing and relaxation of a N-DNA in PBS solution. Temporal extension of a N-DNA in a S–R cycle and
the force-extension curves of the N-DNA are shown in (B and F), respectively. The curves clearly show the hysteresis. Here, the hysteresis appears in two
different force regimes, high (60–75 pN) and intermediate (3–20 pN). (C, G) Salt-induced disassembly of a N-DNA via change of buffer to 3 M NaCl.
Temporal extension (C) and the force–extension curves (G) of a N-DNA are acquired and displayed similarly to (B and F). The curves exhibit no hysteresis,
similarly to the case of a bare DNA. This suggests that NCPs assembled onto DNA were fully disrupted by releasing histones into solution. Due to the
high ionic strength, the onset force of OST was decreased to ∼60 pN (point ‘b’ in (C, G)). (D, H) Response of a DNA (or N-DNA) recovered from the salt
challenge. The buffer was restored to PBS. Temporal extension (D) and the force-extension curves (H) of DNA are acquired and displayed similarly to the
above-mentioned data. This result confirms that there are no more residual histones on the DNA strand and the DNA is just like bare DNA shown in (E).

lower DNA melting temperature (55) while in the interme-
diate range, the presence of ions (<1 M NaCl) is beneficial
to the stability of DNA double helix (32,56,57). To check if
any residual histones were still bound to the DNA, we mea-
sured again its S–R cycle after replacing the chamber solu-
tion with PBS. We expected the DNA to be collapsed again
under the mild ionic condition if any residual histones were
still associated with the DNA. The DNA molecule, how-
ever, behaved like bare DNA this time (Figure 2D and H),
indicating that histone proteins were finally and irreversibly
all dissociated due to strong interference of abundant ions
with electrostatic interaction between DNA and histones.

Efficient structural fixation of the N-DNA by cisplatin in 180
mM NaCl solution

Next, we investigated the effect of cisplatin on N-DNA. A
N-DNA molecule prepared as above was incubated with 3.3
mM cisplatin in 180 mM NaCl solution with the molecule
pulled at F ∼ 1 pN. After washing free cisplatin out with
PBS solution, we tried to pull the N-DNA molecule. As
shown in Figure 3B, the condensed structure of N-DNA
was stably retained although F increased up to ∼90 pN,
practical upper limit of applicable force to this molecule in
our MT system. Even in the case that mechanical pulling
was applied for synergy to wreck N-DNA in the presence
of extreme ionic condition such as 3 M NaCl, its exten-
sion was never altered (Figure 3C). Such cisplatin-bound
N-DNA (CBN-DNA) exhibits irreversible structural fixa-
tion by cisplatin crosslinking, indicating that tightly pinched
nucleosomes are just frozen and cannot respond to exter-
nal disturbances such as tension and salt challenge (red and

blue curves in Figure 4A, measured in PBS and 3 M NaCl,
respectively). We thus conclude that cisplatin can effectively
fix the N-DNA by crosslinking multiple sites on the DNA
segment that winds core histones. One notable point is that
we did not observe the OST up to 90 pN in this CBN-DNA
from the initially nicked DNA molecule. One plausible ex-
planation for this is that DNA nicks (likely up to a few) hap-
pen to be in the part of DNA wrapped around histones and
sequestered from torsion-responsive (bare) DNA segments
upon cisplatin crosslinking (see case (a) in Figure 6C for
schematic illustration). Thus, this CBN-DNA became tor-
sionally constrained and supercoilable. In other cases, we
observed the OST from CBN-DNA molecules treated with
the same concentration of cisplatin (3.3 mM) because, in
those cases, DNA nicks are located in DNA linker regions,
resulting in torsionally unconstrained DNA (Supplemen-
tary Figure S8B, C, H, and I and case (b) of Figure 6C for
schematic illustration). Indeed, it was previously reported
that the OST onset force for nick-free DNA is the same as
the one for nicked DNA if the nick-free DNA is torsionally
unconstrained (58).

We next tested what would happen to N-DNA when it
is incubated with a diluted cisplatin solution (Figures 3E
and F and Supplementary Figure S8E, F, K and L). Sur-
prisingly, the N-DNA was structurally fixed even with a
very diluted cisplatin solution (∼0.1 mM), comparable to a
dose clinically used (>0.03 mM) (59) or locally measured
(∼0.04 mM) (2) in cancer chemotherapy (see the discus-
sion about the clinical dose of cisplatin below). A N-DNA
assembled to be 1.8 �m in extension was incubated with
0.1 mM cisplatin in 180 mM NaCl solution at F ∼ 1 pN.
Up to ∼10 pN, its collapsed form remained unchanged
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Figure 3. Physical change of single N-DNA molecules induced by cisplatin treatment. Here cisplatin was supplied at two different concentrations, (B, C)
high (3.3 mM) and (E, F) low (0.1 mM), the latter being clinically relevant. (A) Temporal extension of a bare DNA (raw extension data, grey; extension
data averaged over 0.5 s, black) with respect to varying tension (red). Because this DNA was nicked, its OST happened at F ∼ 65 pN. (B, C) Constant
extension of a CBN-DNA regardless of applied tension indicates the structural fixation of the N-DNA incubated with 3.3 mM cisplatin in PBS solution
(B) and even after changing the solution to 3 M NaCl (C). Here, the N-DNA molecule in (B) was formed by incubating NAP1-associated core histones
to the same bare DNA molecule in (A). (D) (A)-like data for another bare DNA used in (E and F). (E, F) Response of a N-DNA incubated with 0.1 mM
cisplatin in PBS solution (E) and after changing the solution to 3 M NaCl (F). Panels from (B) to (F) follows the same convention used in panel (A).

(point ‘a’ in Figure 3E). Considering that its original ex-
tension was ∼4.1 �m (Figure 3D), this CBN-DNA had
about 46 NCPs. Above F ∼ 10 pN, this CBN-DNA was
partly ruptured, showing stepwise elongation with the av-
erage step size of 20 ± 0.3 nm (green boxed area in Figure
3E and its corresponding blown-up in Supplementary Fig-
ure S9A). This elongation of CBN-DNA is similar to that of
pristine N-DNA (Supplementary Figure S6), implying that
some NCPs are not locked as in pristine N-DNA because
of low cisplatin concentration and are easily unwrapped by
tension.

While all NCPs in a pristine N-DNA would be disassem-
bled by being pulled at F ∼ 40 pN, this CBN-DNA has not
been fully unwrapped and still exhibits stepwise lengthen-
ing to 2.6 �m beyond 40 pN (horizontal line drawn in Sup-
plementary Figure S9A). Eventually, the CBN-DNA was
lengthened by ∼0.8 �m as a result of force-induced ruptur-
ing of ∼20 cisplatin-exposed NCPs. The average step size
measured from Supplementary Figure S9A was 20 ± 0.3 nm
(Supplementary Figure S9B), slightly shorter than 25 nm,
length of one turn of DNA in pristine N-DNA, indicating
the possibility of imperfect DNA unwrapping due to cis-
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Figure 4. S-R cycles of the CBN-DNA molecules shown in Figure 3. (A)
The collapsed form of CBN-DNA after 3.3 mM cisplatin treatment exhib-
ited neither the OST nor the hysteresis in a mild (red) and extremely high
salt condition (blue). A typical S-R cycle for a bare DNA was shown in
black for comparison. (B) A CBN-DNA prepared with 0.1 mM cisplatin
was stretched by mechanical force. The hysteresis is prominent in the CBN-
DNA molecule both in a mild (red) solution and under the extremely high
salt condition (blue). The maximum extensions of the CBN-DNA achieved
upon OST in both PBS (red) and 3 M NaCl (blue) solutions were shorter
than that of its original bare DNA (black).

platin crosslinking. Then, this extension of the CBN-DNA
was stably maintained at ∼60 pN. At F > 80 pN, the OST
took place (point ‘b’ in Figure 3E) and the extension of the
CBN-DNA abruptly changed (point ‘c’ in Figure 3E). From
the measured length of the unfastened DNA fraction (2.6
�m), we can calculate the post-OST extension of the CBN-
DNA as LCBN-DNA × 1.7 ∼ 4.4 �m, where 1.7 is the over-
stretching factor. This estimate is in good agreement with
our experimental result ∼4.3 �m, measured at point ‘c’ in
Figure 3E, indicating that the fastened part of DNA makes
little contribution to the extension of DNA. In addition, hi-
stones (or disassembled octamers) associated with DNA by
cisplatin crosslinking seem to boost the stability of DNA (as
implied in Figure 2B and F) so that the OST onset force was
significantly elevated to >80 pN. In the run of relaxation,
a CBN-DNA, after overstretched, behaved somewhat like
a bare DNA (but shorter). The S–R curve exhibited a large

hysteresis, which likely arose from merging high-tension and
intermediate-tension hystereses as shown in Figure 2F (red
curve in Figure 4B). Upon recovery from the OST (‘1’ on
red curve in Figure 4B), the CBN-DNA adopts the same
extension as the maximum extension of the pre-OST CBN-
DNA (‘2’ on the same red curve). It suggests that the DNA
and N-DNA exposed to the clinical dose behave much like
intact bare DNA and pristine N-DNA, respectively, except
for a few fixed NCP by cisplatin binding.

When the CBN-DNA was exposed to 3 M NaCl, its ex-
tension increased from 2.6 �m to 3.3 �m at F ∼ 10 pN
(point ‘a’ in Figure 3F). Then, the molecule underwent the
OST at F ∼ 60 pN, similarly to a bare DNA under the
same ionic condition. The salt-induced additional lengthen-
ing of the CBN-DNA is likely caused by partial dissociation
of histone octamers in strong ionic environment, hinting
at asymmetric DNA unwrapping from partially disassem-
bled octamers, consistently with a recent study (60). Tran-
sient intermediate states in DNA-histone association have
been revealed by time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering
method, illustrating how histone octamers could be disso-
ciated into imperfect forms such as tetrasome or hexasome,
accompanied by DNA partial opening or unwrapping in
a salt-dependent manner. Despite the substantial interrup-
tion of self-organization of octamers and favourable inter-
action between DNA and histones, this DNA molecule re-
mained shorter by ∼200 nm than the original DNA (see �L
in Figure 4B) because part of DNA was still packaged with
residual histones as shown in the relaxation run of bare and
CBN-DNA in Figure 4B. Thus, we conclude that a few his-
tones or some fragment of nucleosome are still engaged on
the DNA. This experimental result illustrates that the clin-
ical dose of cisplatin is still effectively working even in 180
mM NaCl solution.

In Supplementary Table S3, we provide a full list of
data taken from 12 different DNA molecules that feature
three states of DNA (bare DNA, N-DNA and CBN-DNA).
Among them, three independent CBN-DNA molecules,
#1’s and #2-3’s, are presented in Figure 3 and Supplemen-
tary Figure S8, respectively. The data all show fastening of
chromatin by cisplatin in a dose-dependent manner. One
can see that these data display heterogeneity even under
the same experimental condition, which is quite natural in
single-molecule assays. Most likely, such heterogeneous be-
haviours would arise from a different number and distribu-
tion of nucleosomes assembled on a long DNA tether with
a random sequence.

Cisplatin effectively suppresses transcription from a chro-
matin template as revealed by the in vitro transcription assay

To facilitate gene expression in vivo, chromatin should be
dynamically modified to a transcriptionally-active open
conformation, in which genes are accessible by regulatory
transcription factors. We then suppose that the structural
fixation of chromatin by cisplatin may impair chromatin re-
modelling and thus suppress transcription. To confirm this
hypothesis, we performed the in vitro transcription assay
(Figure 5) with cisplatin-treated chromatin as schematized
in Figure 5D and compared the efficiencies of transcrip-
tion, that is, the amounts of RNA expressed from untreated
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Figure 5. In vitro transcription from cisplatin-treated DNA and chromatin templates. (A, D) Schematic representation of the in vitro transcription assay
with cisplatin-treated (A) DNA and (D) chromatin. Bare DNA and reconstituted chromatin were treated sequentially with cisplatin, transcription factors
(p53 for bare DNA; p53, p300 and AcCoA (acetyl coenzyme A) for chromatin), nuclear extracts derived from HeLa cells, and NTP in the indicated order
and time. (B, E) Effect of cisplatin on in vitro transcription from bare DNA (B) and chromatin templates (E). Reaction conditions of each lane are indicated
above the lane. (C, F) Relative transcription levels were quantitated by phosphorimager and normalized to that of p53-dependent transcription for bare
DNA and p53- and p300-dependent transcription for chromatin (lane 2 in (C) and lane 4 in (F), respectively). The error bars in histograms represent the
standard deviation of data in triplicates.

and cisplatin-treated chromatins. For proper function, eu-
karyotic RNA polymerases extracted from nuclei require
transcription factors, which bind to a promoter DNA and
regulate the transcription activity (61,62). Indeed, the tran-
scription activity on bare DNA in the absence of p53 (lane
1 in Figure 5B and C) was reduced to 57% compared to
the control experiment with p53 (lane 2 in Figure 5B and
C). Transcription inhibition was more pronounced for N-
DNA substrates, amounting to about 92% inhibition in the
absence of both p300 and p53 (lane 1 in Figure 5E and F)
and 61% or 79% inhibition in the absence of either p300
or p53 (lanes 2, 3 in Figure 5E and F). Then, we investi-
gated the effect of cisplatin on transcription, that is, tran-
scription inhibition induced by cisplatin treatment to bare
and N-DNA substrates. Although the level of transcription
was decreased by cisplatin treatment for both DNA sub-
strates, N-DNA substrates exhibit larger transcription inhi-
bition than bare DNA substrates: for 0.17- and 0.33-mM
cisplatin treatment, N-DNA displayed 1.5 (lane 3 in Fig-
ure 5C lane 5 in Figure 5F) and 1.9 (lane 4 in Figure 5C
and lane 6 in Figure 5F) times more transcription inhibition
than bare DNA, respectively. This finding supports our pic-
ture that the structural fastening of chromatin by cisplatin

impairs essential gene expressions, leading to cytotoxicity
required for anti-cancer activity.

In a previous report, Todd and Lippard reported that
gene transcription was suppressed similarly in both bare
DNA and N-DNA upon cisplatin treatment (63). They
concluded that cisplatin interferes with gene transcription
regardless of the existence of N-DNA. They, however,
used a special short DNA (204 bp) with one pre-formed
cisplatin-DNA adduct in the middle and prepared a mono-
nucleosome from it. In such a case, reactive cisplatin is ab-
sent during or after nucleosome assembly. In order to reveal
directly how active cisplatin attacks N-DNA molecules and
alters the transcription efficiency of the N-DNA templates,
we administrated cisplatin to an enzymatically-formed N-
DNA molecule with a long random sequence (5.4 kb).
While Todd and Lippard performed in vitro transcription
assays by using purified T7 RNA polymerases and the short
DNA with a T7 promoter, not with enzymes from eukary-
otic cells, we conducted in vitro transcription assays with
nuclear extracts from eukaryotic cell to mimic in vivo tran-
scription. Our experimental setting represents in vivo situ-
ations better to reveal altered transcription activity due to
the formation of cisplatin adducts.
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DISCUSSION

The anti-cancer effect of cisplatin has been elucidated
mainly in the context of the standard model, in which cis-
platin is activated in the Cl− poor cellular environment and
generates DNA lesions by crosslinking two neighbouring
purine bases, largely overlooking the effect of DNA packag-
ing by histones. Over years, it has been shown that cellular
anions besides Cl− can compete with the N7 of purines for
cisplatin binding and histones can be trapped by cisplatin-
bound DNA strands (13,15). Only cisplatin that avoids as-
sociation with abundant cellular ions finds their way to
DNA and the toxicity must arise from the surviving cis-
platin to successfully attack the target molecules (64). Thus,
cisplatin binding on the target might be a rare event in the
cellular environment crowded with an enormous number of
competitors. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether (bare)
DNA would be the (only) target of cisplatin for currently
observed strong cytotoxicity of cisplatin or there are other
more vulnerable targets. It was not until recently that the
importance of the effects by cellular ions and histones came
into light (7,13–15). We hypothesized that cisplatin bind-
ing to chromatin, not bare DNA, would be more deleteri-
ous to cell’s normal metabolism. To address the effect of
DNA packaging on cisplatin’s drug efficacy, we examined
the effect of nucleosome formation on DNA damage by cis-
platin by measuring the mechanical property of N-DNA
molecules and the in vitro transcription through chromatin
before and after cisplatin binding.

From the gel assay, we confirmed that cisplatin binding is
suppressed not only by ambient Cl−, but also by other an-
ions (phosphate and carbonate) and cations (Na+ and K+)
common in cells. From the systematic comparison, we then
estimated relative abilities of these ions to suppress cisplatin
binding. We showed that the suppressive effects of these ions
are comparable to that of Cl− which is rather unexpected,
although the effects by cellular anions were addressed in
previous reports (4,8,40). In order to project our result to-
wards the in vivo situation, we tested cisplatin activity in the
‘cytosol-mimicking’ buffer and observed the suppression of
cisplatin binding similar to the case of [NaCl] = 180 mM.
Thus, the cellular condition for the reduced cisplatin bind-
ing can be mimicked simply by using 180 mM NaCl solution
for the single-molecule manipulation assays.

In this paper, we would provide a complementary mecha-
nism within the standard picture to augment the anti-cancer
effect by cisplatin. As DNA mainly exists in the form of
chromatin, we tested the effect of cisplatin on the assem-
bled N-DNA. First, the treatment of 3.3 mM cisplatin in-
duced dramatic structural changes in, here structural fixa-
tion of, the NCPs in the assembled N-DNA even in high-
chloride salt conditions. Second, to our surprise, we found
that a much less dose (0.1 mM) of cisplatin, relevant to a
clinical one, suppresses the release of core histones from
DNA by mechanical force or salt challenge, though not
as much as in the sample treated with 3.3 mM cisplatin.
Moreover, by the in vitro transcription assay with chro-
matin templates, we showed that the structural fixation of
chromatin by cisplatin indeed suppressed transcription of
a gene within the locked chromatin. Thus, we conclude
that cisplatin-chromatin adducts would impair chromatin

remodelling required for normal gene expression as well as
repair of DNA lesion, which likely constitutes the effective
mechanism for cytotoxicity by cisplatin.

A comment on the clinical dose of cisplatin should be
made in order. The amount of cisplatin adducts formed in
the MT assay with the lower dose of cisplatin (0.1 mM) in
180 mM NaCl could be still higher than that in cell/tissue
assays conducted with the same dose of applied cisplatin,
where cisplatin binding to DNA is significantly reduced by
various competing factors in cells and dilution of cisplatin
occurs during delivery or by efflux. Considering the low fre-
quency of bound cisplatin in cellular DNA (1 Pt per 100 000
∼ 500 000 nt) (64), one may expect to have one locked nu-
cleosome out of 1000 nucleosomes. There are however nu-
merous nucleosomes in each human cell (>107 from sim-
ple estimation) and thus about 10,000 locked nucleosomes.
Only counting the nucleosomes within genes (1 or 2% of
human genome), we surely have several hundreds of locked
nucleosomes positioned in genes. It cannot be ruled out that
locked nucleosomes in non-coding regions also cause cyto-
toxic effects. If one considers only active genes or critical
genes responsible for cell fate or survival, this number would
be reduced further. It is however clear that a considerable
number of nucleosomes within active genes in each cell are
affected by cisplatin binding and their transcription can be
switched off or significantly compromised by the binding.
Thus, it is no doubt that cisplatin binding (to N-DNA) in
clinical treatment would make significant impacts on cell
fate. Given the low binding frequency of cisplatin in the in
vivo situation, we may have no cisplatin adduct within the
short DNA tether or one at most at such a low binding rate.
Even if there are a few, it may not be easy to detect N-DNA
locking. Thus, in our assay, the fraction of locked N-DNA is
somewhat exaggerated not because we believe it is quantita-
tively the case in cells but simply because we want to detect
locked N-DNAs (and find the evidence of N-DNA locking
under our experimental sensitivity). Our observation made
for concentrated CBN-DNA does not weaken our conclu-
sion to any extent as noted above.

Figure 6 summarizes the proposed mechanism of the
anti-cancer effect of cisplatin via its fastening of chromatin
proposed from our experimental results. A N-DNA assem-
bled with NAP1 forms a well-ordered nucleosomal array
(Figure 6A). Such NCPs could be mechanically disrupted
by applied force (typically, higher than 20 pN), but a portion
of histones remain bound on DNA (yellow circle in Fig-
ure 6B) as revealed by the elevated OST onset force (∼70
pN; Figure 2B and F) in a N-DNA (3rd in Figure 6B).
Such residual histones could be fully dissociated by chang-
ing buffer to 3 M NaCl solution even under a low stretching
force of ∼3 pN (last in Figure 6B). When N-DNA molecules
are treated with cisplatin, their mechanical properties are
dramatically altered. CBN-DNA is tough against applied
tension and high ionic strength. The extreme rigidity of
CBN-DNA provides critical insights into the mechanical
effect of histones on chromatin and the hallmark of modi-
fications of chromatin by cisplatin. NCPs fixed completely
by cisplatin (red circles in Figure 6C) are mechanically inert
against strong tension beyond the OST onset force as well
as ionic disturbance. The occurrence of OST in our assay
depends on the location of a DNA nick (red arrows). If a
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Figure 6. Proposed mechanism of cisplatin’s drug efficacy by chromatin fastening. (A) Cartoon of a N-DNA bearing several NCPs. (B) NCPs are me-
chanically disrupted by force, but lingering association of residual histones (yellow circle) is evident from the elevated level of OST onset force of ∼70 pN.
Strong 3 M NaCl solution is capable of stripping N-DNA of core histones. (C) Structural fixation and modification of cisplatin-treated chromatin revealed
by mechanical and ionic disturbances. Depending on the location of DNA nicks (red arrows), the OST may not be observed in our experimental setting
(typically, maximum force applicable ∼100 pN) as shown in case (a) (case (a): DNA nicks hidden within cisplatin-fixed NCPs, and case (b): DNA nicks
exposed in DNA linkers). The yellow, blue, and red circles indicate residual, released (cisplatin-free or loosely captured), and cisplatin-crosslinked histones,
respectively.

nick is absent in linker regions and hidden within cisplatin-
fixed NCPs, the OST would not be observed (case (a) in
Figure 6C) as shown in our experimental results (Figure 3B
and C). On the other hand, a CBN-DNA would behave like
a torsionally-free DNA and exhibit the OST when nicks are
located in DNA linker regions (case (b) in Figure 6C) as
in Figure 3E and F. When N-DNA molecules are treated
with cisplatin at low concentration, CBN-DNA is loosely
fastened because NCPs are crosslinked partially and some
NCPs are free of cisplatin. Such a CBN-DNA is gradually
lengthened by applied force because partially crosslinked
or cisplatin-free NCPs are disrupted (blue circles in Fig-
ure 6C). When a CBN-DNA is exposed to high NaCl so-
lution, NCPs may be further taken apart, resulting in ad-
ditional lengthening. However, even after overstretched in
3 M NaCl, a CBN-DNA may still bear a few NCPs fixed
by permanent crosslinking of DNA (red circles in Figure
6C). Cisplatin-induced structural fixation of chromatin de-
scribed here is dose dependent: the CBN-DNA prepared
with a high concentration of cisplatin (e.g., 3.3 mM) tends
to be fixed more tightly, have a shorter recovered exten-
sion after 3 M NaCl washing, and often lack OST com-
pared to the counterpart prepared with a low concentra-
tion of cisplatin (e.g., 0.1 mM). Even in the latter case, it

is clear that chromatin is mechanically and permanently
fastened.

In the previous AFM study (28) as well as our MT mea-
surement on bare DNA (Supplementary Figure S3), it was
revealed that cisplatin can capture a loop of DNA, result-
ing in a drastic DNA condensation. Although both experi-
ments suggested binding of cisplatin to two distal segments
of DNA, which might trap a nucleosome irreversibly if this
binding happens at the entry/exit sites of a nucleosome, the
methods used in those assays could not be able to specify
the position of cisplatin binding, and such binding sites on
nucleosomes when applied to N-DNA. There is one intrigu-
ing possibility of enhanced cisplatin reactivity in the vicin-
ity of a nucleosome (65–68). Histones have cysteine and
methionine residues that contain sulphur. From the hard-
soft acid base theory, platinum, a soft acid, prefers soft
bases such as sulphide for complex formation to hard bases
such as Cl– and H2O. Thus, cisplatin could be trapped by
those residues and accumulated near the DNA-histone in-
terface by forming a Pt–S bond. In the sulphur-bound Pt
species, the ligand trans to the sulphur could be labilised
(65–68), so cisplatin bound to a histone can be bound to a
nitrogen on a nearby DNA base, leading to chromatin fas-
tening. In fact, cisplatin was shown to bind with methio-
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nine, and methionine-bound cisplatin can form a protein-
cisplatin-DNA ternary complex. Our current understand-
ing of cisplatin-induced chromatin fastening is limited for
the following reasons: (i) usage of a long (∼12 kb) DNA
molecule with a string of ∼50 nucleosomes, which obscures
cisplatin-induced structural modifications at individual nu-
cleosomes, and (ii) no structural information of preferential
sites for cisplatin binding at the level of nucleosome. There-
fore, structural biology assays such as X-ray crystallogra-
phy or NMR might be of help to gather some missing in-
formation in order to dissect the phenomenon of cisplatin-
induced nucleosome-fastening.

Our observations are consistent with a previous X-ray
crystallographic and biochemical investigation illustrating
the unexpected role of histone octamers, that is, reservoir of
cisplatin. In the model, histones facilitate the transfer and
thus binding of cisplatin to DNA, leading to the suppres-
sion of nucleosome mobility (14,15). An analogous view on
the effect of cisplatin binding on NCP was also given previ-
ously (13). These previous findings strengthen our picture
for the strong anti-cancer effect of cisplatin in two ways.
First, cisplatin binding is more efficient near NCP than else-
where, and the cisplatin bound at the crevice between DNA
and histones may not be removed by the DNA repair ma-
chinery due to its impaired accessibility. This can aggra-
vate the damages done by cisplatin. Second, by crosslink-
ing DNA strands around NCP as inferred from both gel
assay (15) and our single-molecule measurements, the dy-
namic nucleosome remodelling (dynamic engagement and
disengagement of histones) is prohibited (see the schematic
picture in Figure 6). Since such dynamic rearrangements of
nucleosome structures are critical to most biological phe-
nomena such as DNA replication, transcription, and repair
(60,69), fastening of nucleosomes cannot be tolerated and
may trigger all sorts of devastating outcomes. The apopto-
sis triggered by cisplatin-modified nucleosome will lead to
clinical benefits as it will preferentially remove proliferating
cancer cells. Our work is the first direct and unambiguous
verification of cisplatin-induced irreversible fastening of nu-
cleosome structure. The mechanical details gained at single
molecule level here certainly clarifies the mechanism for the
anti-cancer effect of cisplatin and would aid the develop-
ment of improved agents and therapeutic tactics.
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